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Gottmer Children’s Books

Gottmer Children’s Books is part of Gottmer Publishing Group, the leading 
independent children’s books publisher of the Netherlands. Every year, we 
publish around 80 books, from picture books, fiction and non-fiction to poetry, 
all much-loved and hand-picked by our small but experienced team,. Gottmer 
is the Dutch publishing partner for an impressive list of international authors, 
including Eric Carle, Ingela P. Arrhenius, Julia Donaldson, Oliver Dunrea, Liz 
Pichon, John Flanagan, Axel Scheffler and Jon Klassen. All standing alongside 
their equally well-loved Dutch colleagues in Gottmer’s diverse and varied 
children’s list.

What’s new in this Spring list:

This Bologna Book Fair we present a separate rights list for non-fiction titles. 
Gottmer has a long history with this genre, with renowned, award winning 
authors working with highly qualified illustrators. All of Gottmer’s non-fiction 
titles are an asset to every child’s bookshelf, at home or at school. Backlist ever-
sellers like Palm Trees at the North Pole and The Mystery of Life continue to 
capture the spotlight at home as well as internationally. 

In a separate rights list you will find the new selection of picture books 
and fiction, including the complete backlist of the famous Dutch classical 
storyteller Paul Biegel.

Please visit www.gottmer.nl/foreign-rights for the ISSUU version of both  
rights lists.

Enjoy this new, rich selection of children’s books presented in the Spring rights 
list, and please do not hesitate to ask for any further material on a title or author. 
All requests can be sent to s.duijvestijn@gottmer.nl

 When you see this icon, the book has been awarded with a prize.



Original title:  
Tot over mijn oren  
in het plastic
20 x 24.5 cm
128 pages
Hardcover, 
full-colour illustrations
Age: 10+

English sample  
translation available

An important and 
contem porary 

issue made 
accessible

A fresh  
and unique 

collaboration 
between two 

young talents

Knee-deep in Plastic
Daniël Poolen & Merel Corduwener (ill.)
It’s hard to imagine nowadays, but in the 20th century, no one could get 
enough of plastic. Now, we try everything we can to reduce how much 
we use it.. How did our opinions on plastic change so dramatically? This 
and many other questions are all answered in Knee-deep in Plastic. This 
big, colourful children’s non-fiction book relates the history of plastic, its 
advantages and its many disadvantages. It discusses our relationship 
to one of the most versatile and difficult materials in in an optimistic 
language. 

Plastic expert Daniël Poolen enthusiastically explores the tumultu-
ous, long and sometimes contradictory history of plastic. He offers an 
authentic view of a wholly unique material, and his exploration is made 
tangible by the colourful, humorous illustrations of Merel Corduwener. 

Climate Awareness

‘In fact, Knee-deep  
in plastic should be  

compulsory reading for 
everyone. Not only because 

of Merel Corduwener’s 
sparkling illustrations, but 

also because of the abundance 
of fascinating plastic facts by 
Daniël Poolen. What types of 
plastic are there, what do we 

do with it and where does  
it all end up? Ask away, 

because all of the answers  
are in this book.’ 

— NRC

‘Poolen’s knowledge 
lights up the pages of  

this information-dense  
book that discusses the  

plastic soup and ends with 
hopeful messages and 

practical solutions.  
In Merel Corduwener’s 

dynamic illustrations, all  
of the vibrant plastic strikes 

you in bright colours.’ 
- Het Parool



Climate Awareness

Original title:  
Palmen op de Noordpool
20 x 23 cm
156 pages
Hardcover, 
full-colour illustrations
Age: 10+

Full English  
translation available

Palm Trees at the North Pole
The Ultimate Children’s Book about Climate Change
Marc ter Horst & Wendy Panders (ill.)
In Palm Trees at the North Pole, Marc ter Horst tells his readers 
everything they need to know about climate change. It’s a story filled 
with volcanoes, mammoths and steam engines. With melting glaciers, 
devastating hurricanes and snickering squids. And with brave scientists 
drilling deep into the ice to prove that climate change isn’t new, but that 
today’s global warming is an entirely different story. Not only is Palms 
Trees at the North Pole a book about the most important issue facing this 
generation, it’s also full of surprising information and a really fun read!

Marc ter Horst is an acclaimed non-fiction writer. As a copywriter, he 
writes textbooks on geography, nature and language, as well as texts for 
museums. Marc is a stand-out author in explaining complicated topics 
clearly and concisely in a way that makes it fun to read. He’s proven this 
time and again in all of his informative children’s books, which have 
received much appreciation nationally and internationally. 

Wendy Panders is an illustrator and graphic designer. She enjoys mak-
ing illustrations for stories, articles and playful informative drawings to 
clarify complicated subjects clearly and with humour. 

Updated with the 
latest figures in 

Spring 22

‘  Bring[s] the urgency of climate change front and center  
for upper-elementary and middle school readers.’

— Horn Book

‘ Goes into great detail about all different aspects of climate 
change. From talking about discovering greenhouse gases 
to disappearing islands [with] lovely illustrations worked in, 
around, and behind the text!’

— The Tiny Activist

‘ An entertaining overview of climate change, this visually 
appealing account is inviting and ultimately reassuring.’ 
— Booklist

‘ A comprehensive account engagingly presented.’ 
— Kirkus Reviews

‘ Perfect for young environmentalists who want to learn 
about climate change.’ 

— TinyBeans

‘ A useful reference as new science emerges... Highly 
recommended.’
— Canadian Review of Materials

‘ Interesting... ideal for read-alouds and student  
discussion groups. Recommended.’ 

— School Library Connections

Reviews of the English edition: 

Rights sold: 
Czech, English World,  

French, German, 
Italian, Korean, 

Norwegian, Persian, 
Polish, Russian, 

Simplified Chinese, 
Spanish, Ukranian

Flag and Pennant  
2019

Jan Wolkers Award 
Nominee 2019  

(best Nature book)

Best Dutch Book 
Designs 2018



Marc ter Horst is 
unrivalled in his 
talents to make 

big issues under-
standable for 

young readers

 Not just for  
youngsters: a  

perfect read 
for anyone who 
wants to learn!

Farting Cows and Cars
A Little Book on Climate Change
Marc ter Horst & Yoko Heiligers (ill.)
In a light-hearted and witty way, multiple-award-winning  children’s 
non-fiction author Marc ter Horst tackles climate change for curious 
young readers — and anyone else who wants to listen. He does this 
honestly, without hiding the truth, but always in an optimistic, hopeful 
manner. Just like his book for slightly older readers, Palm Trees at the 
North Pole, Farting Cows and Cars is an enlightening read about the  
climate issues and its solutions. His most recent book, Virus World, won 
a Silver Pencil in 2022.

Illustrator Yoko Heiligers combines her characteristic linework with 
 collage art and striking colours to help create a picture book that is both 
informative and fun. Her work has been awarded with a Flag & Pennant.

Honest and to the point,  
and always optimistic

Original title:  
Scheten uit de  
schoorsteen
23 x 27 cm
32 pages
Hardcover picture book
Age: 5+

English sample  
translation available

Rights sold: Korean

Climate Awareness



Rights sold:  
Simplified Chinese,  
English World 
rights, Italian

Virus World
On Snot and Superspreaders
Marc ter Horst & Wendy Panders (ill.)

Discover the extraordinary world of viruses, from their creation and 
transmission to what we can do to stop them, in this science-based book 
for kids aged 8 to 12. If we didn’t know it before, we certainly know it 
now: viruses can be powerful — so powerful, in fact, that they can hold 
the world in their grip for months at a time. But what exactly is a virus? 
Where do they come from and what do they do to our bodies? How do 
they spread, and what can we do to protect ourselves? 

Author Marc ter Horst tackles these questions with playfulness and 
humor, while Wendy Panders’ quirky and enlightening illustrations 
bring the text to life. Virus World, On Snot and Superspreaders is an 
accessible and engaging guide to help young readers understand our 
current world.

Silver Pencil 2022
From the jury: it’s a book that stands the test of time, or to put it in the 
author’s words: ‘We are all living in a world of viruses. That’s always been 
the case.’ Virus World is a high-quality informative book in which current 
knowledge about viruses, the immune system and the fight against viruses 
(not just Covid) is described in an  attractive way for all ages.

Science Science

Original title:  
Viruswereld

20 x 24.5 cm
128 pages
Hardcover, 

full-colour illustrations  
Age: 9+

Full English 
translation available

Hey There, Earth Dweller!
Dive into the World under Your Feet
Marc ter Horst & Wendy Panders (ill.)

This book teaches readers everything there is to know about the planet 
we live on. What are those squids doing way up in the mountains? How 
is it that the earth is further from the sun in summer than in winter? 
Why is everybody worried about climate change? What do volcanoes 
actually have to do with the kitchen counter? 

Six chapters cover the entire history of the Earth: the origins of the 
solar system, the atmosphere, the seasons, volcanoes and earthquakes, 
raw materials, the climate and the first human beings, and the end of 
the world. By addressing the reader directly and starting from situa-
tions familiar to children, asking questions and making comments, 
repeating difficult processes and using light-hearted colloquial lan-
guage, he sets the right tone to hold their interest.

Rights sold:  
Chinese Simplified, 

English World rights, 
French, Korean, 

Ukrainian, Russian

Original title:  
Hé Aardbewoner
23 x 23 cm
128 pages
Hardcover, 
full-colour illustrations
Age: 8+

Full English  
translation available



Science

Original title:  
Het raadsel van alles  
wat leeft
19.5 x 22.5 cm
160 pages
Hardcover,
full-colour illustrations
Age: 10+

Full English  
translation available

The Mystery of Life
How did Atoms Evolve into People
Jan Paul Schutten & Floor Rieder (ill.)
Jan Paul Schutten’s energetic account of the amazing story of evolu-
tion and the origins of life, with his precise yet light-hearted tone, is 
truly unique and a most admirable achievement. The Mystery of Life is 
the ultimate non-fiction book for children. It achieves a subtle balance 
between facts, images and imagination to make the invisible visible.

The book’s structure is a little like a lively, everyday conversation. Stim-
ulating and amusing questions such as ‘Why did life begin in the sea?’, 
‘Are we all descended from a slime ball?’, ‘Why is dying sometimes a 
good idea?’ are followed by concise and vividly illustrated answers, 
without dumbing down this complex subject matter.

Supported by Floor Rieder’s fantastic illustrations, which sometimes 
clarify and sometimes add humour to the text, Schutten employs playful 
examples and striking metaphors to demonstrate the magic of the real 
world. 

Rights sold: 
Bulgarian, Chinese 
Simplified, Chinese 

Complex, English 
World rights, French, 

German, Italian, 
Korean, Norwegian, 

Polish, Russian, 
Spanish, Turkish

The Mystery of Life is the first part the groundbreaking  

non-fiction trilogy by Jan Paul Schutten and Floor Rieder. The 

book was awarded the Golden Pencil and the Golden Slate, the 

Golden Tulip and the Nienke van Hichtum Award. The German 

translation was nominated for the German Jugend Literaturpreis 

and was awarded the Wissensbuch des Jahres Prize in the 

Perspektive category (best science book for children).



Science

Original title:  
Het wonder van jou en 
je biljoen bewoners
19.5 x 22.5 cm
160 pages
Hardcover,  
full-colour illustrations
Age: 10+

English sample  
translation available

The Marvel of You 
Why You Deserve a Whole Book About Yourself
Jan Paul Schutten & Floor Rieder (ill.)
The Marvel of You and your Trillions of Inhabitants is about the human 
body. If anyone is a miracle, it’s you. Yes, you! Just take your blood ves-
sels. If you glued them all together, you’d get a wire that could wrap 
around the earth twice. Or think of those trillions of microbes that are 
in and on your body and that you desperately need to survive. What do 
they look like and what are they doing there?

The Marvel of You, which examines the human body, describes what a 
cell looks like on the inside: that a normal cell is even more spectacular 
than the Star Wars’ Death Star. It explains how to tell if someone is in 
love with you, why you get angry more quickly when it’s warm outside, 
and why chewing gum makes you smart. All of this and much, much, 
more...

The Marvel of You contains an amazing amount of information and is 
written in the same humorous tone as the author’s first book. And of 
course this fun book also features the splendid illustrations of Golden 
Paintbrush winner Floor Rieder.

Rights sold: 
Chinese Simplified, 

German, French, 
Korean, Norwegian, 

Polish, Russian, 
Spanish 

The successor of the acclaimed 
The Mystery of Life



Original title:  
Het mysterie van niks 
en oneindig veel snot
19.5 x 22.5 cm
160 pages
Hardcover,
full-colour illustrations
Age: 10+

English sample  
translation available

The Miracle of Nothing
How the Split Second After the Big Bang Changed 
Everything
Jan Paul Schutten & Floor Rieder (ill.)
From the Big Bang to Einstein’s theory of relativity, and from supernovas 
to reverse gravity: in this book, non-fiction writer Jan Paul Schutten and 
illustrator Floor Rieder manage to present the most complex of subjects 
in an accessible and appealing way, one step at a time and with a great 
sense of humour.

‘When you’ve finished this book, you’ll know a bit more about how 
the world works,’ writes Schutten. That’s reassuring. Understanding 
everything is obviously quite a challenge, so knowing ‘a bit more’ sounds 
pretty good. Particularly when you learn that even the greatest geniuses 
don’t always understand everything and that plenty of their questions 
remain unanswered. By having the occasional ‘pause for thought’ and 
asking the reader to keep questioning everything, Schutten points out 
that not all science is based on facts, but on insights that have been 
proven — for now — and so it is never finished.

Science

Rights sold: 
Chinese Simplified, 

German, French, 
Italian, Korean, 

Norwegian, Polish, 
Russian



Flora & FaunaFlora & Fauna

Original title:  
Soortenschat
23 x 26 cm
160 pages
Hardcover, 

full-colour illustrations
Age: 8+

English sample  
translation available

With over  
a hundred  
different species 
to encounter and 
learn about

With  
humorous  
but lifelike  
illustrations

Nature’s Treasure Trove
Animals and Plants You Might Find Outside 
Geert-Jan Roebers & Pieter Fannes (ill.)
Going out into nature is like hearing a strange language for the first 
time. If you want to learn how to speak the language of nature, you’d 
have to start somewhere. Where? Within the pages of this book!

Nature’s Treasure Trove is an overview of 102 common species of plants, 
birds, mushrooms, mammals and insects to discover and recognize 
when you step outside. Go on safari in your own backyard or even on 
your balcony, or take a hike through the woods in a guided tour. The 
guide? You! This big, comprehensive book is filled to the brim with fun 
facts, smart tips and tricks, and realistic (and funny!) illustrations of 
everything you might come across, so you’ll never forget what you learn. 
You will soon notice that the more species you know, the more you notice 
and the more fun it becomes to go outside. 

Experienced and well-regarded children’s non-fiction author Geert-Jan 
Roebers explains everything, from fun facts to useful in-depth informa-
tion, in an enthusiastic manner. Pieter Fannes has a unique ability to  
create realistic, splendid portraits of every species, sometimes with a 
healthy dose of clever humor, so the information will stick even better.

Ingenious Plants
About Beckoning Blossoms, Furious Flowers and 
Other Plant Powers...
Geert-Jan Roebers & 
Margot Westermann (ill.)
Animals almost always play a prominent role in children’s nature 
books. If plants are paid any attention, it’s usually about their appear-
ance. This book looks at plants from a completely different angle: their 
behaviour. And it’s simply brilliant! From cleverly alluring and  subtly 
probing to shrewdly deceiving — there’s even the perpetrator of a 
 brutal strangulation amongst the lot — the strangest plant activities 
are included. Ingenious Plants is a book like no other!

The colorful and detailed illustrations by Margot
Westermann and the creative photography add to 
the high quality and the uniqueness of the book.

Original title:  
Briljante planten
21 x 29.7 cm 
144 pages
Hardcover, full-colour 
illustrations and photos
Age: 10+

English sample  
translation available

 ‘A stimulating, exuberantly illustrated 
explanation of what plants are, what they 
do and what they mean to us.’ 
— Trouw, Bas Maliepaard



Flora & FaunaFlora & Fauna

Original title:  
Ben niet bang voor  
de wilde dieren
23 x 23 cm
120 pages
Hardcover, 
full-colour illustrations
Age: 8+

English sample
translation available

Original title: 
Zij de cobra?  

Wij de adder!
23 x 23 cm
128 pages

Hardcover, full-colour 
illustrations and photo’s

Age: 8+

English sample
translation available

Wild Animals Don’t Scare Me!
About Spiders, Snakes, Sharks and other Creepy 
Creatures
Geert-Jan Roebers & Wendy Panders (ill.)
Many people are afraid of ‘wild’ animals: spiders, sharks, snakes and 
other creepy creatures. Sometimes there’s a good reason for this, but 
usually there isn’t. Most wild animals are harmless. Biologist Geert-Jan 
Roebers proves that sometimes scary animals are not as dangerous as 
they seem. But sometimes they are...

For example, most jellyfishes don’t sting, the biggest shark in the world 
eats tiny shrimp, and a wasp will leave you in peace if you don’t try to 
swat at it. This book tells you all about the scariest members of the ani-
mal kingdom, including those in your own backyard. Once you’ve read 
this book, you’ll know all kinds of interesting things about wild animals 
and feel a lot more relaxed in nature.

Cobras Far and Vipers Near
Wildlife far away versus wildlife in Western Europe
Geert-Jan Roebers & Wendy Panders (ill.)
Many people find Western Europe’s nature tame, even boring. This book 
shows that you don’t have to travel all the way to Africa or the Antarctic 
to find amazing animals. Just look at the nature around you with differ-
ent eyes and you’ll discover tigers, penguins, and chameleons in your 
own backyard! Well, okay… they look slightly different and have other 
names — in this case: weasels, grebes and cuttlefish, but they’re just as 
remarkable. 

Geert-Jan Roebers is a biologist and writer. A major motivation in his 
work is to contribute to nature conservation. It is his conviction that 
there are two major causes of the global destruction of nature: ignorance 
and indifference. With his work, he wants to do something about this. 
He has written several books on animals and plant, a book about fungi 
is scheduled for 2023. 

Wendy Panders is an illustrator and graphic designer. She enjoys mak-
ing illustrations for stories, articles and playful informative drawings to 
clarify complicated subjects clearly and with humour.

‘The enormous 
amount of details 

about animals 
make this a fun 

book for browsing 
through. The 

drawings, photos 
and design 

are super. And 
you even learn 

something! 
— Kidsweek

‘The kind of 
nonfiction you 
wish for children: 
accessible,  
inspiring and 
exciting’ 
— Parool

Rights sold:  
Chinese Simplified

Rights sold: 
Chinese Simplified



Flora & Fauna

Original title: 
De gondel en de garnaal

18 x 28 cm
128 pages
Hardcover, 

full-colour illustrations
Age: 8+

English sample
translation available

The Goby and the Shrimp
Remarkable friendships in the animal kingdom
Geert-Jan Roebers &  
Margot Westermann (ill.)
Lions devour zebras; spiders catch flies. And if animals don’t eat each 
other, they can still be at odds in other ways. But not always! Besides 
natural enemies, there are also natural friends, such as a small fish that 
lives in harmony with a blind shrimp.

This book is about friendships in the animal kingdom. About kind 
deeds, loving your neighbor and making sacrifices. About friends for 
life, or for a fleeting moment. 

About coyotes who can play with each other for hours, about penguins 
who know each other from the nursery, about a bird and a badger doing 
each other a favor, about brotherhood between cheetahs. And about fake 
friends as well, because even in the animal world not all friends can be 
trusted all the time.

‘Informative, 
witty with  
striking images 
and quirky  
illustrations’ 
— Trouw, 
Bas Maliepaard

Rights sold: 
Chinese Simplified

Flora & Fauna

Original title:  
Mijn papa is het grootst
23.5 x 24.5 cm
36 pages
Hardcover picture book
Age: 4+

English sample
translation available

The Biggest Dad of All
Touching woodcut prints of animals and their parents
Henriette Boerendans
The Biggest Dad of All is a non-fiction picture book about animals and 
their parents. A moose’s antlers grow up to 1.9 metres wide. A pelican’s 
enormous beak holds about 12 litres of water. A walrus weighs as much 
as 1,900 kilos. And a giraffe is sometimes more than 6 metres long. The 
children of these animals are sure their daddy is the biggest. But then 
they haven’t seen the blue whale’s mama yet! 

With beautiful silk screen prints, Flag & Pennant winner 
Henriette Boerendans depicts all corners of the 
animal kingdom.



Flora & Fauna

Original title:  
Binnenstebinnen
18 x 18 cm
128 pages
Hardcover, 
full-colour illustrated
Age: 10+

Full English  
translation available

Inside In

Jan Paul Schutten & Arie van ’t Riet (X-rays)
The animal kingdom looks completely different when seen through an 
X-ray machine. Without his feathery coat, the imposing barn owl turns 
out to be tiny, while the bumblebee suddenly has a wasp’s waist and once 
the squirrel’s woolly coat and fluffy tail are gone, only little monster.

Golden Pencil-winner Jan Paul Schutten describes the most diverse 
animals based on colourful X-rays made by Arie van ’t Riet, medical 
physicist. 

Arie van ’t Riet is one of the few people in the world who has his own 
X-ray machine in his studio with a licence to x-ray natural objects. He 
has a lot of experience in making X-rays of plants and animals which 
extraordinary results are perfect for this book. His beautiful photo-
graphs are exhibited internationally.

Rights sold: 
English World rights, 

Chinese Simplified, 
German, Japanese, 

French, Russian and 
Spanish

Unique book with 
striking x-rays of  

all sorts of animals



Flora & Fauna

Original title:  
Wij waren hier eerst
19.5 x 25.5 cm
26 pages
Hardcover, full-colour  
illustrations and photo’s
Age: 9+

English sample  
translation available

We Were Her First
Unique insight in the human-wildlife conflict
Joukje Akveld & Piet Grobler (ill.)
Cheetahs who hardly ever breed, rhinoceroses on the run from armed 
poachers, penguins who get in the way, pesky bag-stealing baboons. 
Journalist and writer Joukje Akveld hitches a ride on a cargo ship to 
South Africa and visits shelters for wild animals with problems.

She writes captivatingly about this, and the title betrays her passion for 
the protection and preservation of species big and small. Every chapter 
is a compelling portrait of an animal and its habitat. The personal obser-
vations, the know-how of local experts, and the funny tips about how 
to, and especially how not to, handle wild animals make her approach 
unique. Akveld has written not only her best book as a children’s author, 
but also as a travel journalist

The book contains beautiful photographs and is illustrated by South 
African artist Piet Grobler, who has been awarded many prizes for his 
work.

‘A beautiful 
balance between 

journalistic 
distance and 

genuine  
involvement.’

— NRC

‘A fine example 
of intelligent 

and passionate 
journalism.’

— De Morgen

Flora & Fauna

Original title:  
Wat niet in de safarigids  

van je ouders staat
14.8 x 19 cm  

26 pages
Paperback, full-colour  

photography
Age: 9+

English sample  
translation available

What You Won’t Find in Your 
Parents’ Safari Guidebook 
An African Safari Guide for Kids
Joukje Akveld & 
Ariadne van Zandbergen (Photo’s)
The ultimate book of fun facts for children going on safari in the African 
bush or who just love to read about wild animals. Not for grown-ups, they 
have their own guidebooks! This one is for children only.

In this book you’ll find facts about African animals that parents most 
definitely don’t know. That the artists who worked on The Lion King got 
Pumbaa all wrong, for example, and what makes the citrus swallowtail 
butterfly a master of disguise, and who’s on the list of the ‘Shy Five’. Find 
out what it means when a buffalo gives you ‘that look’. Who the BFFs of 
the bushveld are. And what you should do if you ever meet a grumpy 
hippo.

‘Akveld’s  
material contains 
one astonish-
ing thing after 
another.’
— Trouw

‘Witty and  
compelling.’
— de Volkskrant



History

Original title:  
Stuiver en Pluis in het  
oude Egypte, Stuiver en  
Pluis bij de Vikingen
28.6 x 22 cm 
28 pages
Hardcover picture book
Age: 4+

English sample  
translation available

Penny and Fluff in Ancient 
Egypt & With the Vikings
Jan-Paul Schutten & Liset Celie (ill.)
Penny and Fluff think their life in the zoo can get pretty boring. So Fluff, 
who’s super smart, builds a time machine in his spare time. He and his 
friend Penny (who’s probably also really good at something, he hasn’t 
figured out what yet), travel to Ancient Egypt. They learn about the Nile 
and everything there is to know about mummies and hieroglyphs.

In the second volume meerkat friends Penny and Fluff are back from 
ancient Egypt and yearn for a new adventure. This time, their make-
shift time machine drops them with the Vikings in the High North. For-
tunately, here too they meet a helpful ‘local’, Snorri the polar fox, who 
explains all they need to know. 

Through this happy-go-lucky duo, Jan Paul Schutten makes an intrigu-
ing and complex history very accessible and fun for young children. 
Liset Celie’s beautiful illustrations make the ancient past come alive.

History

Original title: 
Van oerknal tot robot - 
Alles heeft een begin

23 x 23 cm
92 pages

Hardcover,  
full-colour illustrations

Age: 8+

English sample  
translation available

From Big Bang to Robot – 
Everything Has a Beginning
Marc ter Horst & Eliane Gerrits (ill.)
Where does language come from? How was the first robot invented? 
Who came up with clothing? Children want to know everything and at 
times they embarrass their parents with their relentless questions. Fea-
turing one ‘beginning’ per double-page spread, From Big Bang to Robot 
is the perfect book for curious children with a thirst for knowledge: lots 
of wonderful information about lots of wonderful topics.

Marc ter Horst explains the origin of all kinds of things in clear 
language, whether he’s talking about the universe or the first pets. The 
funny illustrations by Eliane Gerrits perfectly compliment the book’s 
playful atmosphere.

No less than 38 
beginnings, such 
as the universe, 
language... and 
you!

Perfect for 
inquisitive kids, 
especially for 
those who never 
stop asking  
questions



History

Original title:  
A is van Os
24 x 24 cm
96 pages
Hardcover,  
full-colour illustrations
Age: 10+

English sample  
translation available

A is for Ox
Where Does the Alphabet Come From?
Bette Westera & Autobahn (ill.)
Anyone who can read knows the 26 letters of our alphabet. But where did 
these letters come from? How long do they have been around? And who 
thought of them first? Typographic design agency Autobahn (six-time 
winner of the European Design Awards) and Golden Slate Pencil winner 
Bette Westera take you back to the time of our distant ancestors, who 
made drawings when they wanted to ‘write’ something down. Slowly but 
surely, their drawings changed into the first letters.

When you look closely, you can distinguish our current alphabet. And 
guess what: the A is not for ape as you might expect, but for ox! Once 
you’ve read this book, you’ll understand how this all came about. You’ll 
also understand that when we text each other messages we’re actually 
doing the same thing as our distant ancestors did over 5.000 years ago. 
A unique educational book about the letters of the alphabet: for young 
and old alike!

Playful book about 
the origin of our 

alphabet

Stylishly 
designed by the 
internationally 

acclaimed 
German design 

agency  
Autobahn

‘ How did our letters originate? It’s all been told before, but 
never like this.’

 - The Happy Reader 

Rights sold: 
China Simplified, 

French

Original title:  
Toen het oorlog was,  

1914-1918
22 x 28 cm
192 pages

Hardcover, full-colour
illustrations and photos

Age: 10+

English sample  
translation available

History

When the War Came 
1914-1918
Patsboem! educatief & Irene Goede (ill.)
The First World War ended more than a hundred years ago, but we can 
still find traces of this Great War in the monuments and scarred land-
scapes and in the borders of Europe, which have been redrawn as a 
result of the war. These traces affect politics until this day. 

What makes this book truly unique, is that it goes beyond just providing 
information about World War I. It encourages children to think about 
what life was really like during wartime. This book teaches children that 
war is about much more than weapons and battlefields. War affects the 
lives of millions of people, who are just like us. So every chapter ends 
with an open question (‘Food for thought’), that has no straightforward 
answer.

The book was awarded as one of the best children’s nonfiction books in 
the Netherlands. More than four thousand copies have been sold and are 
used in school libraries and history lessons, but most importantly, they 
are read by children who are curious to learn more about this Great War.

The team of researchers and historians of Patsboem! Education man-
aged to explain history in a resourceful and informative way.



History

Original title:  
Het hele soepzooitje
27 x 23 cm
40 pages
Hardcover picture book
Age: 4+

English sample  
translation available

A Big Soupy Mess
The Origins of the Universe, the Earth, People and 
Everything Else
Floor Bal & Sebastiaan van Doninck (ill.)
A Big Soupy Mess contains all the answers about the origins of the uni-
verse and the earth, for children aged 4 and up.

Step by step, author Floor Bal explains the most important developments 
at preschool level: the big bang, the beginning of life, its evolution and 
finally the emergence of man. She explains complicated questions in a 
light-hearted and understandable way, and her texts come to life through 
Sebastiaan Van Doninck’s colourful illustrations.

‘Very nice  
picture book 

about evolution. 
The entire story, 

but extremely  
simple and 

extremely fast.’ 
— de Volkskrant 

Rights sold: 
Chinese Simplified, 

English World rights, 
Danish, Norwegian, 

Galician

A Big Soupy Mess was nominated for the Flemish Children and 
Youth Jury 2020 and received a Flag and Pennant from the Griffel-
jury in 2019. 

From the jury report: ‘Science journalist Floor Bal gave herself the 
admirable task of explaining this complicated matter to young chil-
dren and succeeds superbly.’



Family

Original title:  
Duurt het nog lang?
25 x 28.5 cm
40 pages
Hardcover picture book
Age: 4+

English sample  
translation available

How Much Longer? 
Nine Months of Waiting for Baby
Floor Bal & Iris Deppe (ill.)
Pre-schoolers who are waiting for a new brother or sister are often curi-
ous about what’s going on in their mum’s belly. How big is the baby now? 
What can the baby do? What does the baby eat or drink? And of course, 
the big question: how much longer will it take?

In this non-fiction picture book, Floor Bal sensitively describes the 
week-to-week development of a baby in a way younger children easily 
understand. Funny bumps turn into arms and feet grow toes. And babies 
also pee in the water they grow in or amniotic fluid; yuck! The end? No, 
that’s just the beginning of a lifetime together, and of a family.

What sets this book apart from other books on pregnancy is that the 
whole process is told using different family compositions. Two fathers 
and a surrogate mother, a single mother, families of colour. Children 
from different types of families can identify with this heartfelt story.

Iris Deppe illustrates Dutch and international picture books and also 
works on newspapers and magazines. Her book A New Kid on the Farm! 
was Dutch Picture Book of the Year 2016.

Family

Original title:  
Dag drol

24.5 x 27.5 cm
40 pages

Hardcover picture book
Age: 4+

English sample  
translation available

Bye-bye, Pooh!
The Journey of Food from Your Mouth All the Way 
to the Toilet and Beyond
Floor Bal & Emanuel Wiemans (ill.)
What’s that? It’s an apple. A nice, round apple. Great for biting into. And 
for chewing. And for smacking your lips, just a little. A sip of juice and a 
little bit of air follow it down. And the pips and stem? Yes, those too. Oops.

Follow the journey the bite of an apple takes from the moment you sink 
your teeth into it until it lands in the toilet-bowl — and way beyond! 
Floor Bal explains it clearly and easily, with humour and a light touch.  
Emanuel Wiemans illustrated the picture book in his fun, colourful, 
nostalgic style. 

During the years Floor Bal worked as a journalist, she learnt to explain 
complicated topics to the general public in a light-hearted and logical 
way. Bal writes informative picture books for curious children, often 
born out of a child’s question. Bal can, like no other, articulate difficult 
yet everyday topics in an accessible way for the youngest readers. Her 
work was awarded a Flag & Pennant. 

Rights sold: 
French



Family

Original title:  
Het einde van iemand
25 x 26 cm
40 pages
Hardcover picture Book
Age: 4+

English sample  
translation available

Honest and to the point,  
but always optimistic

This book doesn’t 
shy away from 

the facts: this is 
something that is 

a part of life

The colourful 
illustrations by 
Grootzus make 

the book feel like 
a warm hug

A Life Ending
Floor Bal and Grootzus (ill.)
After having answered big questions about the beginning of all life on 
earth, children’s non-fiction author Floor Bal now turns to questions 
kids may have about a life coming to an end. What happens when a body 
stops? Is being dead similar to sleeping? What happens at a funeral? 
In this book Floor Bal takes her readers by the hand as they explore 
everything that happens when a loved one dies in an incredibly warm 
way: factual without becoming detached, empathic without becoming 
sentimental.

The colourful illustrations by illustrator Grootzus are just as overflow-
ing and unique as Floor Bal’s text is. With her imaginative collage art 
she illustrates both the harder and beautiful moments of a passing. 

A book about what happens 
when a body stops working

‘The beautifully illustrated story about Someone’s dead is 
actually about Everyone.’ — Algemeen Dagblad

‘Finally a clear, general picture book about death, for young 
children.’ — AD Magazine



Original title:  
Droomavontuur
17 x 24 cm
72 pages
Hardcover, 
full-colour illustrations

English sample
translation available

Spirituality for Children

Dream Adventures
Rosalinda Weel &  
Ruth Hengeveld (illustrator)
Would you like to fly to unknown planets, chat to an ice princess 
or visit a family of meercats? All of this and more is possible with 
Rosalinda Weel’s adventurous guided meditation stories. In Dream 
Adventures Rosalinda Weel takes children from five years old and 
upwards on imaginative and playful dream journeys, which will 
help them to experience more confidence, relax and fall asleep. The 
structure of the guided meditations encourages children to turn 
their attention to their inner world and completely immerse them-
selves with the help of with the stunning illustrations by Ruth  
Hengeveld.

Rosalinda Weel is an author and yoga and meditation teacher. She is the 
founder of De Kindermeditatiedocent, the first specialised training pro-
gramme for child meditation teachers. Ruth Hengeveld is an illustrator 
of children’s books who works with ecoline, pencil, soft lines and fresh 
colours as she creates worlds in which anything is possible.

Imaginative 
stories and 

beautiful 
illustrations

Helps children’s 
mental health

For children 
from 5 and 

upwards and 
their parents/

caregivers

Guided meditation stories for children
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Foreign Rights Manager
foreignrights@gottmer.nl
Phone +31 (0) 23 54 11 109

GOTTMER PUBLISHING GROUP
Zijlweg 308,  
2015 CN Haarlem, The Netherlands
www.gottmer.nl/foreign-rights/

For more information regarding  
translation or production grants by 
the Dutch Foundation for Literature, 
visit www.letterenfonds.nl/en
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Recently published Recently sold

Yes, Coco Can! 
El Salmón editores, Colombia

Farmer 
Freddie
Yutian 
Hanfeng, 
China 
(5 titles)

Tinkleman 
Pére Fouettard, France

Breaking Up
Susanna Rider, Germany

Anansi   
Mam Nho Ltd, Vietnam (3 titles)

Bird is Dead
Greystone, English world rights 
Jacoby & Stuart, Germany
Rue du Monde, France
Kagaku Dojin, Japan
Birabiro, Spain including Catalan

Ebby under an Umbrelle &  
Ebby Plays Hide and Seek
IRHCLI, Iran

M
arjet H

u
iberts en

 M
ilja P

raagm
an

 
speelt v

erstoppertje

www.gottmer.nl

~<(st!m&=hhdhig<

Ebbie het aapje wil een spelletje doen. Verstoppertje!

Maar waar in huis moet Ebbie gaan zitten? 

Lees maar mee!

© 2020 tekst Marjet Huiberts
© 2020 illustraties Milja Praagman

© 2020 voor deze uitgave:
Uitgeverij J.H. Gottmer / H.J.W. Becht BV,

Postbus 317, 2000 AH Haarlem
e-mail: info@gottmer.nl

Vormgeving omslag: Studio Boven, Delft
Vormgeving binnenwerk: Studio Swanink, Haarlem

ISBN 978 90 257 7378 6 / NUR 271

Samen met Ebbie leren  

jonge kinderen hun  

woordenschat uit te breiden.

speelt 
verstoppertje

Marjet Huiberts en 
Milja Praagman 

Animals on the Move  IRHCLI, Iran

The Gardens of Dorr 
Pushkin Press, UK

Gottmer Children’s Books

Gottmer Children’s Books is part of Gottmer Publishing Group, the leading 
independent children’s books publisher of the Netherlands. Every year, we 
publish around 80 books, from picture books, fiction and non-fiction to poetry, 
all much-loved and hand-picked by our small but experienced team. Gottmer 
is the Dutch publishing partner for an impressive list of international authors, 
including Eric Carle, Ingela P. Arrhenius, Julia Donaldson, Oliver Dunrea, Liz 
Pichon, John Flanagan, Axel Scheffler and Jon Klassen. All standing along-
side their equally well-loved Dutch colleagues in Gottmer’s diverse and varied 
children’s list.

What’s new in this Spring list:

The new rights list offers a fine selection of new picture books by esteemed, 
well-known authors and artists, as well as a surprising debut, a work with 
delicately hand-cut illustrations, and new stories about famous characters like 
Tummy Tom and Farmer Freddie. 

Per 2023 Gottmer presents translation rights for the complete backlist of the 
most famous Dutch classical storyteller Paul Biegel with the international 
debut of The Parrot’s Seven Feathers. This read-out-loud story is newly 
illustrated by Linde Faas, to be published in May 23.

This Bologna fair we present a separate rights list for Non-Fiction works,  
books for all ages. Please check on our website for the ISSUU version at  
www.gottmer.nl/foreign-rights

Enjoy this new, rich selection of children’s books presented in the Spring rights 
list, do not hesitate to ask for any material on a title or author. All requests can 
be sent to s.duijvestijn@gottmer.nl

 When you see this icon, the book has been awarded with a prize.



Picture Books

Original title:  
Het kabouterboek
23 x 28 cm
64 pages
Hardcover picture book
May 2023
Age: 4+

English sample  
translation available

The Gnome book
Loes Riphagen
After the success of the wonderful stories about Coco, Young fans can 
now explore the world of the modern gnome. Picture book-artist Loes 
Riphagen has always wanted to create a book about gnomes. To make 
the world of gnomes as tangible as possible, she drew inspiration from 
everyday consumer items. Discover how gnomes live, what they’re up 
to during the day and how they keep themselves hidden so well. As per 
usual, Loes has created a work with lots of hidden jokes in every single 
one of her illustrations. Whether it’s a step by step plan for fabricating a 
gnome’s red hat or a cross section of a gnome’s house. Loes Riphagen’s 
work is a feast to the eyes!

Loes Riphagen, children’s books writer and illustrator, made her debut 
in 2008 with her book Night-Time-Bedroom-Creatures. With her cheer-
ful and idiosyncratic illustrations, she impresses the public, the press 
and juries. Loes is widely recognized for the beauty and sense of detail 
and humour in her illustrations. Her latest books have received multi-
ple awards. Her book Yes, Coco can! was awarded Picturebook of the 
year 2021 in the Netherlands and just received a Golden Book award for 
over 75.000 copies sold. Her work is published in various countries, from 
Europe to South Amerika and Asia and was rewarded with international 
prices such as the Silver European Design Award 2018.



Original title:  
Het bos van Coco – 

een zoek en doeboek
26 x 28 cm

24 pages
Hardboard picture book

Age: 2+

English sample  
translation available

Coco’s Forest
Counting & Searching with Coco
Loes Riphagen
After the success of the beautifully made 3D-picture book Watch Out, 
Coco!, young fans can now explore Coco’s lush green forest in which 
she and all of her animal friends live. Can you spot her? What about the 
three squirrels, or the two dangerous cats? And can you find the many, 
many beautiful butterflies? 

Loes Riphagen, the fastest up-and-coming talent in the Dutch picture 
book market, illustrates beautiful, funny and quirky animals for toddlers 
to find and count in an interactive and educational seek-and-find book.

Rights sold:  
Italy, Spain, 
Turkey

• Coco Baby Book
• Watch Out, Coco!
•  Yes, Coco Can! 

Picturebook of  
the Year 2021

200.000 copies sold!

Picture Books

Come Along, Cody
Loes Riphagen

Cody and his dad are off to a croaking concert. They’ve got to 
hurry or they’ll be late. The route they’re taking is utterly 
beautiful! A rainbow and a branch resembling a croco-
dile both catch Cody’s eye. Each time Cody gets dis-
tracted by something, his dad – who’s in a big rush – 
gets annoyed. Until his dad experiences first-hand that 
Cody’s attention to detail also has its advantages.

Yes, Coco Can! by Loes Riphagen has been 
selected as the Dutch  Picture Book of the Year 
2021! As in Yes, Coco Can! Loes Riphagen has 
hidden countless jokes in the illustrations of 
this new title, thus guaranteeing endless 
viewing pleasure.

Rights sold:  
Italy, Japan, Russia, 
France, Vietnam

Picture Books

Original title:  

Kom mee Kees
22 x 27 cm
40 pages
Hardcover picture book
Age: 3+

English sample  
translation available



Picture Books

Original title:  
Vos en Vis
22,4 x 31 cm
40 pages
Hardcover picture book
February 2023
Age: 4+

English sample  
translation available

Fox and Fish
Daan Remmerts de Vries
Fox caught a fish for dinner. Fish doesn’t mind and suffers in silence. But 
when Fox can’t find his way back to the beach and starts to hear strange 
noises, Fish tells him about the dangerous animals that you can come 
across at sea. Fox gets more and more nervous. ‘I want to go home!’ he 
shouts. ‘Yes, I’d like to go home as well,’ says Fish. ‘But I can’t because 
I’m stuck in this little bucket. But… I believe you’re stuck in some sort of 
bucket as well.’

Fox and Fish is the fourth volume in the series based on the beloved 
character Fox. The adventures of Fox always turn out slightly different 
than expected. The artwork is funny and timeless. Multitalented Daan 
Remmerts de Vries has won two Golden and five Silver Pencils. In 2021, 
he received the Theo Thijssen Prize for children’s and youth literature. 
The volume Fox is a Rascal was awarded a ‘Leespluim’.

Daan Remmerts 
de Vries received 

the Dutch Theo 
Thijssen Award 

for his entire 
body of work

Surely, Fox is a 
sly and cunning 

character, but he 
still has a lot to 

learn

‘ A funny, exciting and original story about friendship, 
trust and prejudices.’  – NBD Biblion



Picture Books

Original titles:  
Dokter Vos, Vos is een  

boef, Feest met Vos
22,4 x 31 cm

40 pages
Hardcover picture books

Age: 4+

English sample  
translation available

Party with Fox
It’s Halloween and Fox 
wants to dress up as the 
most scary thing he can 
think of… a rabbit. He sets 

off in good spirits and long 
ears in search of sweets, but 

becomes increasingly disappointed 
along the way. What a strange party 
this is… Fox sees animals dressed as 
humans, as fur coats and even one 
dressed as a fox. 

Picture Books

Original title:  
Laila het  
lieveheersbeestje
25,3 x 25,3 cm
36 pages
Hardcover picture book
Age: 3+

English sample 
translation available

Laila the Ladybird
Bas Kleinhout
Laila is not like the other ladybirds; she has no dots. Not a single one! 
And you can’t be a ladybird without dots. Right? But then, a colourful 
dung  beetle shows her she can be her creative self. 

Sometimes it can be fun to be a little different. That’s what Laila discovers 
in Laila the Ladybird by Bas Kleinhout. Bas is a designer, art director 
and illustrator, and Laila is his picture book debut.

The story is heart-warming and funny, and has a beautiful message 
about creativity and being who you are. Even if it is something new 
every day. With simple shapes in earthy tones and bright red, Bas knows 
just how the create a very expressive character. Little Laila learns a lot 
about  herself and as a reader you will immediately embrace her.

Picture
book

debut!

Rights sold: Germany, Iran

Doc Fox
What is fox up to? One morning, 
Fox puts a sign in front of his house. 
It says: DOCTOR FOX CURES 
YOU! Then he sits down to wait. 
Every now and then he listens to his 
own heart with one of those things 
he bought especially for the pur-
pose. His heart beats so slowly that 
it makes him gloomy. And No one 
comes to be cured, in fact all the 
animals look awfully healthy. So 
Vos devises a cunning plan.

Fox is a Rascal
Fox is a Rascal is story full of 
suspense and humour. Foxes are 
crooks, doesn’t everyone know 
that? When Fox opens the door, 
there is a dodo on the doorstep. The 
dodo is collecting for extinct ani-
mals. Out of pity, Fox invites him 
into his home. Later, Badger and 
Raccoon drop by. When Vos serves 
a large roast chicken, Badger and 
Raccoon find it rather suspicious. 
They plot to expose Vos. Foxes are 
crooks, aren’t they?



Picture Books

Original title:  
Dikkie Dik is jarig
22 x 22 cm
20 pages
Board book with lightning
August 2023
Age: 3+
Exclusive Tummy Tom  
catalogue available

English sample  
translation available

Tummy Tom’s Birthday
Blowing out the candles on a birthday cake is a must for every birthday. 
This summer a completely new Tummy Tom picture book will be pub-
lished: Tummy Tom’s birthday. Together with the silly orange tomcat, 
children will be able to blow out the candles on the birthday cake!

Over a hundred 
different titles 

published, 
millions of  

copies sold

45 years of 
Tummy Tom 
It’s hard to believe, but it was 
45 years ago (in 1978) that 
the children’s picture book 
character Tummy Tom was 
created by Jet Boeke.

The series started on the 3rd 
of March 1978 as part of the 
Dutch version of the children’s 
TV show Sesame Street, but 
soon the stories appeared 
in book form too. Tummy 
Tom conquered the hearts of 
toddlers, preschoolers and 
parents alike. So much so, that 
the loveable character has 
become a household name in 
the Netherlands and Flanders. 

For the past 45 years, Jet Boeke 
created more than a hundred 
stories about the orange 
tomcat. Gottmer published 
the first Tummy Tom book in 
1983 and more than a million 
Tummy Tom book have been 
sold since then. 

Apart from the books, a lot 
of other products have been 
developed, such as games, 
stuffed toys, magazines, a kid’s 
clothing line, and tableware. 
Additionally, a theater play 
has been written and in the 
summer of 2024, the first ever 
Tummy Tom movie will be 
screened in cinemas across the 
Netherlands and Belgium. 

Plenty of reasons for a party!

 



Picture Books

Original title:  
Het kijkmeneertje
23 x 28,5 cm
36 pages
Hardcover picture book
March 2023
Age: 3+

English sample  
translation available

Little Mister Look-Around
Mira van der Lubbe & Merel Corduwener (ill.)
Little Mister Look-Around is an ode to little children who can look at 
the world with so much admiration and curiosity, and are even better 
at dreaming. Because quiet toddlers have deep grounds, Mira van der 
Lubbe believes. Her picture book debut is about  such a toddler. He 
looks all day long at everything he can take in. At tall people and short 
people, little things and big things, from very near and very far away. 
The little watcher takes everything in. He likes watching so much that 
he doesn’t want to go to sleep, because  then he would have to close 
his eyes. But when, after trying everything, he falls asleep anyway and 
starts processing all the impressions, he discovers that dreaming can 
also be fun. Little Mister Look-around loves watching most of all, but 
perhaps dreaming is even more fun!

Actor, theatre-maker, writer and translator Mira van der Lubbe created 
a fantasy-rich and warm book, that is written in such a fluent way that 
you can almost sing it. 

Merel Corduwener, an illustrator that creates work for all ages and for 
Dutch newspapers, created the beautiful illustrations that are full of 
detail. Both child and parent will want to look at the illustrations for 
hours. 

Created by two 
promising new 

talents in the 
Dutch picture 

book world 

An ode to chil-
dren that can 

both dream 
and absorb 
everything 

around them



Picture Books

Original title:  
Heel Keverburg kookt
24 x 30 cm
40 pages
Hardcover picture book
February 2023
Age: 4+

English sample  
translation available

Diner in Beetle Town
Bibi Dumon Tak & Geertje Aalders (ill.)
It’s buzzing with insects in Beetle Town. Everyone is busy, extremely 
busy but the annual cooking competition for six-legged creatures is 
coming up.

But this year the dung beetles do not want to compete because it’s the 
same old story ever year: the butterflies always win the competition with 
their nectar dishes, the bees always come in second, and the wasps – 
who steal their food from humans – always end up third place. But what 
about the dung beetles? The jury doesn’t even want to try their culinary 
masterpieces. Even though their poo-on-a-bed-of-poo is an century-old 
family recipe! Despite not wanting to compete this year, in the end they 
still decide to make some food anyway, will the outcome be different this 
year?

Golden Pencil winner Bibi Dumon Tak created a funny and unique pic-
ture book story,  Geertje Aalders added with her cut-out illustrations 
a unique lively world. One can hear the Insects buzzing and smell the 
flowers from the pages.



Picture Books

Original title:  
Vogel is dood
25 x 25 cm
32 pages
Hardcover picture book
Age: 4+

English sample  
translation available

What happens 
when a loved  
one dies

 The unique  
illustration  

style gives  
every bird its 

own  distinctive  
character

Discusses the 
core issues of  

a death with  
empathy and 

warmth

Bird is Dead
Tiny Fisscher & Herma Starreveld (ill.)
Bird is dead
Really?
Are you sure he isn’t asleep?
He’s not asleep! On your back + legs in the air = dead.

Bird is dead. Yesterday he was alive. Some of the other birds cry a  little. 
And that’s alright. Crying together can be nice. Then it’s time to give Bird 
a funeral. All of Bird’s friends and even some of the birds who didn’t like 
him that much are helping. They dig a grave. They speak lovely words. 
They sing a song. They miss him a lot, and cry some more. And after? Tea 
and worms. Or cake, if you don’t like worms.

Tiny Fisscher and Herma Starreveld work together to shed light on 
every aspect of the death of a loved one, with surprising warmth, humour 
and honesty. Bird is Dead shows curious kids what happens when 
someone dies and offers both child and reader a way to talk about this 
topic on their own terms.

Rights sold: English World rights, France, Germany, Japan, 
Spain including Catalan rights



Picture Books

In just ten years’ time, 17 Farmer Freddie 
books were  published, as well as numerous 
special books, a successful theatre show and 
a dedicated museum exhibition. 

Farmer Freddie is the 
little farmer no one can 
help but love!

Rights sold:  
China, Denmark, 

Germany, 
Macedonia, Russia

Original title:  
Boer Boris en de bietjes
24 x 24 cm
32 pages
Hardcover picture book
March 2023
Age: 3+

English sample  
translation available

Farmer Freddie and the Beets
Ted van Lieshout & Philip Hopman (ill.)
What began ten years ago with a simple counting book has grown to 
become an iconic picture-book series in the Netherlands, featuring play-
ful stories of a consistently high quality about Farmer Freddie, a pre-
schooler who has adventures with his brother, his sister and the animals 
living at their farm.

Everyone knows that Farmer Freddie is the best farmer out there. But even 
the best farmers have bad days. Farmer Freddie has tried everything in 
his power, but his red beets won’t grow and he doesn’t understand why. 
He’s feeling down and decides to stay in bed. His brother Barry and his 
sister Sue don’t want to give up just yet. They discover that the beets are 
sick and together with all the animals on the farm they’re trying to cure 
the beets. Will the harvest succeed?

Ever since 2012, Ted van Lieshout and Philip Hopman have been wor-
king tirelessly on their series of books about Farmer Freddie, Sue, Barry 
and the farm. The two are a true top duo: Ted received the Theo Thijssen 
Award in 2009 and  recently, Philip Hopman was awarded the Max Velt-
huijs Award in 2022, each for their awe-inspiring oeuvre.



Picture Books

Original title:  
Twee schatjes van ratjes
21,5 x 26,1 cm
40 pages
Hardcover picture book
February 2023
Age: 4+

English sample  
translation available

Brats! 
Quite A Pair of Raggedy Rats
Erik van Os, Elle van Lieshout 
& Thé Tjong-Khing (ill.)
Bossy Aunty Flossie is a firecracker. Before going to work, she sits down 
her nephews Scram and Sneeze, and tells them: if I come back and find 
even a crumb out of place, then you’ll both get an earful and it will be 
truly fearful!’ 

Will the two rats be on their best behavior? Or will these brats take a bite 
of Aunty’s food?

The mischievous humorous rhymes of Erik van Os and Elle van 
Lieshout are a perfect match with exciting illustration made by Thé 
Tjong-Khing, one of the most popular illustrators of children’s books in 
the Netherlands.

Meet Bossy Aunty Flossie 
A very fine madame 
The cracker with cheese is hers 
And so is the one with jam

She lived a cozy little life,
between the filthy flats. 
This place was called The Dumps, 
a paradise for rats. 

Flossie had two nephews; 
One called Scram, one called Sneeze 
Scram was crazy about jam 
And Sneeze really loved cheese 



Fiction 

Original title:  
Beer en Faas en de  
stalen oppas
14,3 x 21,5 cm
160 pages
Hardcover,  
full colour illustrations
February 2023
Age: 6+

English sample  
translation available

Bear and Faas and the 
Babysitter Made of Steel
Anke Kranendonk & Esther Leeuwrik (ill.)
Bear and Faas are getting a new babysitter. They’re trying to fool her a 
bit at first, because who needs a baby-sitter if you’re already as big as 
they are? But this new one, Stella, she’s not to be taken for granted. This 
impresses the twin brothers and they start calling her Steel. Steel is very 
bold and courageous in her colorful flared pants. 

With Bear and Faas, Anke Kranendonk puts two delightful boys 
on paper. And babysitter Steel is not inferior to them. Illustrator 
Esther Leeuwrik draws her inspiration from everything around 
her for her imaginative, light illustrations. She brings the quirky 
twins to life in a very individual and colourful style. 

The adventures of Bear and Faas are divided into chapters with beau-
tiful, funny or surprising endings, so that ‘Bear and Faas and the steel 
babysitter’ lends itself perfectly as a read-aloud and also as a self-read-
ing book.



Fiction

Original title:  
Kees naar de koeien

14 x 21 cm
176 pages
Hardcover,  

full colour illustrations
Age: 6+

English sample  
translation available

Original title:  
Slaap je al?

188 x 240 cm
72 pages

Hardcover 
full colour illustrations

Age: 6+

Sample translation  
available

Holy Cow, Ken!
Anke Kranendonk  
& Annemarie van  
Haeringen (ill.)
Ken wants to visit Septimia, the girl he 
met in the meadow one fine summer 
day. Together with his guinea pig Hec-
tor he starts off, because Septimia is so 
fond of Hector. When they find each 
other, a great adventure begins: Ken 
loses Hector, gets pooped on by a cow, 
witnesses the birth of a new calf and 
also discovers Septimia’s secret.

Holy Cow, Ken! is a rural adventure 
for young readers, written in Anke 
Kranendonk’s seamless, humorous 
style with lovely illustrations by Anne-
marie van Haeringen

Sleeping  
Already?
Anke Kranendonk  
& Ana Sanfelipo (ill.)
10 bedtime stories. As soon as Daddy 
closes the door, Sems’ cuddly toys Fox, 
Bear and Doll come to life. The four 
of them relive daytime adventures in 
short stories at night. They play hair-
dresser, the three of them get married 
and practice how to eat spaghetti in a 
restaurant.

Anke Kranendonk is able to incorpo-
rate the everyday world of small chil-
dren into delightful read-aloud stories 
like no other. All illustrations contain 
little jokes, making the endearing 
humour in Sleeping Already? comes 
into its own.

A Treasure Chest Full of Fairy Tales and Adventures

Paul Biegel (1925-2006), a Dutch writer, “a master narrator with a robber’s heard” best 
known for his children’s books full of fairy tales, magical adventures, and fantasy stories. 

For his work, he received two Golden Pencils, four Silver Pencils and the Woutertje 
Pieterse Prize twice, among other awards.

The drawings in his books are illustrated by the very top illustrators in the Netherlands, 
such as awarded artists like Charlotte Dematons, Mies van Hout, Linde Faas and Carl 
Hollander.

Photo © Mark Kohn



Fiction

Hardcover,
full colour illustrations

Age: from 4 to 104

English Sample material 
and fact sheets available

Fiction

The King of the Copper Mountains
At the end of his thousand-year reign of the Copper Mountains, old King 
Mansolain’s heart ticks unevenly like a crooked clock. His attendant, the 
Hare, consults The Wonder Doctor who undertakes a long journey to 
search for the magic herb to cure the king’s heart. Meanwhile, all animals 
hurry to the ancient copper castle to tell King Mansolein every evening 
a story to keep his heart going. Will The Wonder Doctor be back in time? 
‘A triumphant piece of magic’ – The Observer

The Gardens of Dorr
Dorr was once a city of merriment, music and dancing. Now it lies grey and 
silent under the spell of the witch Sirdis. When a young princess arrives in 
Dorr on a secret quest, she finds a town full of mystery, magic and danger. 
As she meets with a succession of strange, funny and frightening charac-
ters, Dorr’s true history and the true nature of the princess quest become 
clear through a series of wonderful adventures. Can the princess find the 
gardens of Dorr and free the city from its evil enchantment?
‘Fabulous in both senses of the word’ – Daily Mail

The Little Captain
The Little Captain builds a boat, the Neversink, all by himself from a bath-
tub, a stove, a chair leg and a bicycle chain. Along with his three young 
shipmates a long, colorful and dangerous journey begins across stormy 
seas, where they encounter giants, dragons, and polar bears to try and 
find the magical island of Evertaller. (An omnibus of three stories).
‘The little captain is every child’s alter ego, dream comrade  
or ideal’ – The Guardian

The Big Book of Biegel Fairy Tales 
Paul Biegel’s thirty most beautiful short stories, a magical collection! An 
enchanting read-aloud classic with beautiful illustrations by Charlotte 
Dematons

Rights sold:
The King of the Copper Mountains: English World rights, Germany, Chinese Complex, Japan; 
The Little Captain: English World rights, Germany, Chinese Simplified, Spain, Turkey, South Afrika; 
The Gardens of Dorr: English World rights, Germany, Chinese Simplified, Italy, Spain The Seven 
Times Search: Germany, Chinese Simplified; The Big Book of Biegel Fairy Tales: Germany; A Tale of 
the Night: Germany; Virgil Dwarf of Moorland: Germany; The Moorland Dwarfs: Germany; Robber 
Hoepsika: Germany; The Curse of the Werewolf: Germany.

•  A Tale of the 
Night

•  The Moorland 
Dwarfs

•  Virgil, Dwarf of 
Moorland

•  Robber 
Hoepsika

•  The Curse of 
the Werewolf

•  The Seven 
Times Search



The Parrot’s Seven Feathers
Paul Biegel & Linde Faas (ill.)
At the edge of a large forest a woodcutter lives with his wife and two chil-
dren, Dunja and Jorkos. Every day, the woodcutter explores the forest 
with his shining axe to find the best trees. One evening he doesn’t return 
home. Doenja has a dream that tells her where to find her father and the 
next day Doenja and Jorkos sneak out of the house to search for him. 
Thus begins an exciting, mysterious journey in which seven feathers of 
a pied parrot play an important role.

Since it was first published in the seventies, this classic Paul Biegel 
fairy tale is a favorite of many readers, both young and old. Combined 
with the shiny new and beautiful illustrations by Linde Faas the story is 
ready to be read (aloud) by a whole new generation again.

Fiction

Original title:  
De zeven veren van  
de papegaai
16 x 24 cm
64 pages
Hardcover,
full colour illustrations
May 2023
Read together from 4+
Read alone from 7+

English sample  
translation available

A perfect 
introduction to 
the much loved 
work of famous 

Dutch storyteller 
Paul Biegel

With the 
beautiful, 

fairy-tale-like 
illustrations by 

Linde Faas



FictionFiction

Original title:  
Patroon
190 pages
± 34.000 words
Hardcover
Age: 13+

English sample  
translation available

Trigger
Marco Kunst
Trigger is a gripping novel for teenagers about a shocking event involv-
ing two best friends, a bullet, and a family secret.  Marco Kunst (known 
for The Prince’s Desire and Offline) has proven himself to be a multi-
faceted author with this touching story. 

Mylo and his best friend Mees are messing around and decide to run 
an experiment: they try to fire a bullet with nothing but a hammer and 
a pair of plyers. It goes horribly wrong: Mees gets hit by the bullet and 
dies. Mylo is left behind, without his best friend and with a tremendous 
amount of guilt. 

‘Marco Kunst wrote a strong, heavy and layered page turner. The way 
he combines psychological insight with philosophical questions with a 
convincing contemporary adolescent voice recalls great young adult 
writers such as John Green’. Trouw, Bas Maliepaard

‘Kunst literally and figuratively seeks the edge of what an adolescent 
brain can handle. But he does this convincingly: his tingling language 
fits Mylo like a glove, so that the boy, who eventually realizes that bad 
luck and luck are two sides of the same coin, wins your reader’s heart’. 
NRC, Mirjam Noorduijn

Shortlisted for 
BOON children’s 

literature prize 
2023, winner 

selected March 
30th,

A story 
about guilt, free 
will and the bur-
den of a family’s 

tragic past

Original title:  
Het verlangen van de Prins

16,5 x 23 cm
240 pages
Hardcover,  

full colour illustrations
Age: 9+

English sample  
translation available

Original title:  
Offline

16,5 x 23 cm
144 pages
Hardcover, 

full colour illustrations
Age: 8+

Sample translation  
available

The Prince’s  
Desire
Marco Kunst  
& Marieke Nelissen (ill.)
A wildly exciting story full of mys-
teries about Lode, a mysterious ship 
and a curse One day, a mysterious 
three-master appears in the harbour 
of the village where Lode lives. Lode 
immediately recognizes in the figure-
head of the ship the mysterious prince 
he sometimes dreams about. When the 
ship docks, the sails form into a majes-
tic circus tent. Lode slips on board and 
follows the special performance from a 
hiding place. 

Offline
Marco Kunst  
& Yannick Pelegrin (ill.)
The year 2037, drones and robots that 
can do all sorts of things are no longer 
that special anymore. They print whole 
new cities and make everything easier 
for people. But do they? Mike moves to 
the city of New Babylon. Here, every-
one is always online. The virtual world 
and reality are merging more and 
more. It seems too good to be true. But 
then Mike receives an ominous warn-
ing... Adventurous science fiction

Featured in the 
Dutch Children’s 

Books of the Dutch 
Foundation for 

Literature.



Board Books

Original title:  
De bal
19 x 19 cm
20 pages
Board book
Age: 2+

English sample 
translation available

The Ball
Joukje Akveld & Myriam Berenschot (ill.)
Who could’ve thought a single ball could be the source of so many 
feelings? You might be jealous when others have a ball to play with, or 
 surprised when you get one for your birthday. You could be proud when 
you kick it hard, and oops… startled when it bounces through a window. 

Joukje Akveld, price winning children’s author, uses these everyday 
emotions to tell toddlers a small adventure story of anger and worry, but 
also of happiness and love. Myriam Berenschot makes the emotions 
pop off the page along with the loveable toddler and their ball.

Rights sold:  
Iran

Board Books

Original title:  
Ebbie onder de  

paraplu
18 x 18 cm

26 pages
Board book

Age: 2+

English sample 
translation available

Ebby Under an Umbrella
Marjet Huiberts &  
Milja Praagman (ill.)
It’s a very rainy day, but why should that mean you should stay inside? 
Ebby puts on his yellow wellies and goes to play outside. Don’t forget 
the colourful umbrella! In this adorable board book for toddlers, little 
readers come across loads of new concepts to learn about, such as 
colours, weather and the playground. A perfect opportunity to learn new 
words.

Marjet Huiberts is a celebrated Dutch author who created a unique 
dialogue-based story for the littlest children. The short sentences are 
a conversation between Ebby and the narrator, making them both 
educational and interactive, inviting story-telling and opportunities to 
learn new words and concepts. The illustrations by prize-winning Milja 
Praagman are not only eye-catching because of her unique and graphic 
style, but also because of the print in 5 pms colours: making Ebby a truly 
striking a memorable character for the youngest readers.

‘A prime 
example of a 
succesful 
boardbook’ 
Trouw,  
Bas Maliepaard 

Other Ebbies:
• A Sink Full of Ebby 
•  Ebby Plays Hide and Seek
•  Ebby Doesn’t Need a Dummy

Rights sold:  
Vietnam, Iran



Picture Books

Original title:  
Anansi de spin en  
de eieren voor  
de koning
25 x 26 cm
36 pages
Hardcover picture book
Age: 3+

English sample  
translation available

Anansi the Spider  
and the King’s Chickens
Iven Cudogham & Moldybyrd Studio (ill.)
It’s Kofi’s birthday, and Anansi wants to give his son a treat. Kofi loves 
devilled eggs, so Anansi sets out to where Rooster and the chickens live 
to get some eggs. But when he arrives, he finds and empty coop and 
Rooster in tears. His chickens are gone! The king and his guards have 
kidnapped them, because the king wants unlimited eggs, all to himself. 
But no one thinks of clever plans like Anansi, and of course he won’t let 
anyone, not even someone as powerful as the king, get away with this!

•  Anansi the Spider 
and the Hungry 
Tiger

•  Anansi the Spider 
– Stronger Than 
Elephant

•  Anansi the Spider 
– Who Has the 
Last Laugh?

Rights sold:  
Vietnam

Anansi the Spider
Iven Cudogham &  
Moldybyrd Studio (ill.)
Anansi the spider is the main character of numer-
ous West-African, Surinamese and Caribbean folk 
tales, which have been told through generations 
for centuries. His adventures are life lessons in dis-
guise, always with a clever and satisfying ending. 

Iven Cudogham is a multitalented tv presenter 
who dreams of seeing his version of Anansi 
the quick-witted spider in as many iterations as 
possible, and he is well underway! Besides the 
 successful series, already containing four books, 
Anansi will shine on the big screen and is currently 
already on the small screen. The TV-animation 
has been selected for the Golden Calves, the most 
prestigious accolades within the Dutch audiovisual  
sector. In 2023, Anansi will appear on stage. Lots 
of varied merchandise is also available.



Picture BooksPicture Books

Original title:  
Ik ben Pippi niet!
24 x 27,9 cm  
32 pages
Hardcover picture book
Age: 3+ 

English sample  
translation available

I’m Not Pippi!
Yvonne Jagtenberg
What do you do when you’re a proud goat who just happens 
to be covered in freckles and have a set of bright-orange 
braids grow out of your head? And when everyone starts 
calling you Pippi! You’d probably get angry and shout, ‘I’m 
not Pippi!’ Maybe you’ll even write a letter to that Pippi 
(whomever that might be) to tell her that you’re not her, but 
you’re actually wholly yourself, thank you very much. Then 
you pick up your father, give your grandmother a kiss on the cheek and 
you know in your heart: I’m unique, just like everyone else . . .

Bronze  
Brush 2022

Golden  
Brush 2020

A special  
story about  

what it means  
to be special

• Come On, Percy! • Go Percy!
Rights sold: Japan, Iran

Original title:  
Het verlegen vogeltje

24 x 27.5 cm
48 pages

Hardcover picture book
Age: 4+

English sample  
translation  available.

The Shy Bird
Jan Paul Schutten & Liset Celie (ill.)

The forest is buzzing with noise: all the birds are whistling loudly and 
building nests. The little greenfinch is too shy to ask the female green-
finch if she wants to start a nest with him. He asks the blackbird for help, 
but with all the chatter around them, she hears something completely 
different than what he’s actually said! And when the blackbird goes to 
tell the jackdaw, he can’t quite hear her either. And the rook can’t under-
stand the jackdaw. Will the greenfinch’s message ever reach the female 
greenfinch unscrambled?

In this hilarious new picture book by 
prize- winning author Jan Paul 

Schutten, colorfully illustrated 
by Liset Celie, all birds 

 build a nest eventually.



Original title:  
Balotje op zwemles
23,2 x 27,9cm
32 pages
Hardcover picture book
Age: 3+

English sample  
translation available

Yvonne Jagtenberg is the winner of multiple Bronze, Silver and 
Gold Brushes and Pencils over the years, the most prestigious 
Dutch children’s book awards.

Balottie in Swimming Class
Yvonne Jagtenberg
In this brand-new story Balottie in Swimming Class, by multiple 
award-winning picture book creator Yvonne Jagtenberg, the delight-
fully headstrong toddler Balottie learns how to swim. Balottie does her 
best and even practices her frog legs at home on the carpet. She does so 
well that she is allowed to move on to the deep end. Oh dear... Balottie 
is too scared! She flees to the toilet to wait for class to finish, but what a 
long time swimming lessons take..

More than 15 years ago, multiple-award-winning author and illustra-
tor Yvonne Jagtenberg created the little girl Balottie. Ever since, book 
by book, a unique series came to be. In every book, a small, every-day 
issue is tackled, all with the quirky, clever Balottie at the centre. With-
out being overt, Yvonne focuses on touching, surprising stories with her 
funny, striking illustrations to support them. Both kids and parents can’t 
help to identify with and love little, sweet, headstrong Balottie. 

Balottie at the 
Doctor’s

Balottie and the 
Horse

Rights sold:  
China



Non-Fiction Picture Books

Marc ter Horst is 
unrivalled in his 
talents to make 
big issues under-
standable for 
young readers

Honest and to the 
point, and always 
optimistic

Farting Cows and Cars
A Little Book on Climate Change
Marc ter Horst & Yoko Heiligers (ill.)
In a light-hearted and humorous way, multiple-award-winning  children’s 
non-fiction author Marc ter Horst tackles climate change for curious 
young readers – and anyone else who wants to listen. He does this 
honestly, without hiding the truth, but always in an optimistic, hopeful 
manner. Just like his book for slightly older readers, Palm Trees at the 
North Pole, Farting Cows and Cars is an enlightening read about the  
climate issues and its solutions. His most recent book, Virus World, won 
a Silver Pencil in 2022.

Illustrator Yoko Heiligers combines her characteristic line work with 
 collage art and striking colours to help create a picture book that is both 
informative and fun. Her work has been awarded with a Flag & Pennant.

 
Flag and Pennant 2019

 
Nominated Jan Wolkers Award

 2019 (best Nature book)

 
Best Dutch Book Designs 2018

Original title:  
Het einde van iemand
25 x 26 cm
40 pages
Hardcover picture book
Age: 4+

English sample  
translation available

This book  
doesn’t shy away 

from the facts: 
this is something 

that is a part  
of life

 The colourful 
illustrations by 
Grootzus make 

the book feel like 
a warm hug

A Life Ending
Floor Bal and Grootzus (ill.)
After having answered big questions about the beginning of all life on 
earth, children’s non-fiction author Floor Bal now turns to questions 
kids may have about a life coming to an end. What happens when a body 
stops? Is being dead similar to sleeping? What happens at a funeral? 
In this book Floor Bal takes her readers by the hand as they explore 
everything that happens when a loved one dies in an incredibly warm 
way: factual without becoming detached, empathic without becoming 
sentimental.

The colourful illustrations by illustrator Grootzus are just as overflow-
ing and unique as Floor Bal’s text is. With her imaginative collage art 
she illustrates both the harder and beautiful moments of a passing.  

It Started with a Big Bang 
Bronze Pencil Award

Rights sold: English  
World, Chinese, 
Danish, Norwegian, 
Spanish-Galician

Rights sold: 
Korea

Original title:  
Scheten uit de  

schoorsteen
23 x 27 cm

32 pages
Hardcover picture book

Age: 5+

English sample  
translation available

Non-Fiction Picture Books
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FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Sascha Duijvestijn,
Foreign Rights Manager
foreignrights@gottmer.nl
Phone +31 (0) 23 54 11 109

GOTTMER PUBLISHING GROUP
Zijlweg 308,  
2015 CN Haarlem, The Netherlands
www.gottmer.nl/foreign-rights/

For more information regarding  
translation or production grants by 
the Dutch Foundation for Literature, 
visit www.letterenfonds.nl/en


